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Disclaimer
Without permission, anyone may not use, reproduce or distribute any material in this white
paper for non-commercial and educational use (i.e., other than for a fee or commercial purposes)
provided that the source and the applicable copyright notice are cited.
Orbyton’s white paper is for information purposes only. Orbyton does not guarantee the
accuracy of or the conclusions reached in these documents, and this white paper is provided "as
is."
Orbyton does not make and expressly disclaims all representations and warranties, express,
implied, statutory, or otherwise, whatsoever, including, but not limited to:
1. Warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, suitability, usage, title, or
non-infringement;
2. That the contents of this white paper are free from error; and
3. That such materials will not infringe third-party rights.
In no event will Orbyton or its affiliates be liable to any person or entity for any damages, losses,
liabilities, costs, or expenses of any kind, whether direct or indirect, consequential,
compensatory, incidental, actual, exemplary, punitive, or unique for the use of, reference to, or
reliance on this white paper or any of the content contained herein, including, without limitation,
any loss of business, revenues, profits, data, use, goodwill or other intangible losses.
The information provided in this document or the Orbyton website shall not be used in any way
as financial advice or recommendation to invest. Orbyton and the team behind accept no liability
for any loss caused to any person acting or refraining from action due to any material provided
or published.
Orbyton team is working diligently hard to develop a full environment for a successful project.
The development team may complete roadmap items earlier than their original release dates,
therefore, roadmap items, Orbyton milestones, release dates are subject to change and without
prior notice.
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What is Orbyton?
Orbyton (OYN) is a stable income-generating and revolutionary hyper deflationary reflection
token, designed to encourage long-term investments and discourage selling built on the Binance
Smart Chain (BSC) mainnet. Orbyton is a community-driven token where all Orbyton (OYN)
holders will receive a profit of their share from 0.5% of all buy, sell and transfer transactions in
the form of Binance-Peg BUSD; a regulated stable coin pegged 1-1 to the US dollar approved by
the New York State Department of Financial Services (NYDFS). The more Orbyton you hold, the
more you will earn in reflections constantly.
Orbyton is a BUSD reflecting token with a 2.5% fixed fee collected as 0.5% from each movement.
This fee reduction incentivizes transacting with OYN in all cases. Orbyton developers are building
an ecosystem of products that gives immediate support and access to the DeFi community in
general and Orbyton holders in particular.

Reflections
Orbyton is differently designed; each transaction incurs a fee, whether [0.5% for Buys, Sells, and
Transfer] transactions. Orbyton automatically exchanges all BNB received for Binance-Peg BUSD
and distributes the profit share to the current holders, liquidity pool, Buyback & burn marketing
wallet, and development wallet.

Buys & Sells
All buy and sell transactions incur a 2.5% fee to encourage long-term investments and discourage
selling, reward long-term holders, and fund the ecosystem. 0.5% of the buy & sell fee is
automatically distributed to all current holder’s wallets in the percentage of what they hold from
Orbyton compared to all other reflection receiving wallets.

Transfers
The concept behind Orbyton is to make passive income for all holders, and this is why we have
created the 2.5% moving fees in BUSD reflecting token. This increases the use of Orbyton and
allows holders to migrate assets to a new wallet without high fees.

Buyback & Burn
To maintain the integrity of the ecosystem, the contract will automatically collect 0.5% of all Buy,
Sell, and Transfer fees to Buyback & Burn Orbyton daily. The contract buys Orbyton back at the
daily market price and burns it. All burned tokens are gone forever and can’t be recovered, and
as a result, it decreases the circulating supply and increases value over time. Buyback and burn
increase volume and rewards and generate positive income from the decreased circulating
supply over time.

Ecosystem
Orbyton starts as a passive income-generating token. Only holding the tokens removes the need
for expensive and inefficient mining and the risks involved with pool farming. The Orbyton
developers extensively create a complete application system to improve the DeFi experience.
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Orbyton Products
1.
2.
3.
4.

Orbyton dApp
Fiat-to-Orbyton
Custodial Wallet
Orbyton Mobile App

2.5% Buy, Sell Transfer Fee Distribution
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Holders
Liquidity
Marketing
Development
Buyback & Burn

0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%

Orbyton Structure
Token Name

Orbyton

Token Ticker

OYN

Decimals

9

Total Supply

1,000,000,000,000

Manually Burnd

500,000,000,000 (50%)

Compatibility

BEP-20

Blockchain

Binance Smart Chain Network

Compiler Version

v0.8.10+commit.fc410830

Optimization

Enabled with 200 runs

Contract Status

Verified at BscScan.com on 2022-02-13

Compiler Warnings

No Solidity Compiler Bugs

Contract Address

0x5991062536b96afacb5c87696040FECB9406bF5D

Contract Owner

0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000

Burn Address

0x000000000000000000000000000000000000dEaD
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Binance Smart Chain
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is a blockchain network built for running innovative contract-based
applications. The platform aims to enable developers to build decentralized applications (dApps)
and help users manage their digital assets cross-chain with low latency and large capacity.

BNB
Binance Coin (BNB) is a cryptocurrency Orbyton utilizes to trade and pay the Binance
cryptocurrency exchange fees. Binance Coin was created in July 2017 and initially worked on the
Ethereum blockchain with the token ERC-20 before becoming the native currency of Binance's
blockchain, the Binance Chain.

BUSD
Binance USD (BUSD) is a new USD-denominated stablecoin approved by the New York State
Department of Financial Services (NYDFS) that will be launched in partnership with Paxos and
Binance. Later in September, it will become available on Binance.com for trading initially against
BTC, BNB, and XRP and more to come.

Anti-Whale Mechanism
Orbyton developers developed an Anti-Whale Mechanism to ensure that no single sell order can
amount to more than the contract limit of the total supply of OYN. The Anti-Whale Mechanism
won’t necessarily stop Whales from selling, but having a maximum limit helps protect all holders
from large selloffs and price manipulation.

Social Profiles
1. https://twitter.com/orbyton_oyn
2. https://t.me/orbyton
3. https://github.com/orbyton

Not A Rug Pull Token
Rug pulls happen when fraudulent developers create a new crypto token, pump up the price, and
then pull as much value out of them as possible before abandoning them as their price drops to
zero. Rug pulls are a type of exit scam and decentralized finance (DeFi) exploit. Orbyton contract
has been separately audited by RugScreen and certified as “Not A Rug”.
The team behind Orbyton is taking extra precautionary steps to protect the Orbyton holder’s
assets. While Orbyton is already audited, we have taken the extra step to certify Orbyton as not
a rug token.
The report is available through a third-party provider and Orbyton team has no control over the
report and does not control the information listed on the report.
Verify RugScreen.com audit.
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